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Perfect for beginning students and experienced players alike, the
ARIUS YDP-135R provides true piano sound and feel. Thanks to
the GHS (Graded Hammer Standard) keyboard with matte black
keytops that exceptionally natural key touch virtually replicates that
of an actual acoustic piano. Further, the built-in AWM stereo
sampled instrument voices that fully reproduce the entire range -
from the powerful lows to the delicate highs. Dual voice capability
lets you play two different instrument sounds at the same time, while
a song recorder allows you to capture your original musical ideas
and performances.

■ Graded Hammer Standard (GHS) keyboard

■ Advanced Wave Memory (AWM) Stereo Sampling

■ 64 notes of polyphony (maximum)

■ 6 Voices with Dual-Function

■ One-track recording (one song)

■ Reverb-effect

■ Integrated library with 50 piano songs

■ Available in Dark Rosewood finish

Sounds good. Feels good.
Right from the start. 

BRAND

NEW!
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As a piano manufacturer, Yamaha has made use of its grand piano-
making know-how to achieve a keyboard that offers a natural playing
feel even on an electronic piano.  Achieves slight differences in touch,
with the low sound regions of the grand piano being heavy to the
touch, while the high sound regions become steadily lighter. With
stability and endurance in response to any kind of performance, it
offers the security and quality expected of Yamaha keyboards. The
matte-finish black keys offer a high-quality feel. 

The AWM (Advanced Wave Memory) is a sampling system which cre-
ates sound close to that of an acoustic instrument by using digital
technology to record the instrument sound and applying high-qual-
ity digital filter technology to the recorded audio samples. AWM
Stereo Sampling creates a more spacious, deeper, and richer sound by
using a pair of waveforms (L and R), obtained via a stereo recording
process.

The built-in, 1-track performance memory allows you to record a
backing track, and then step into the spotlight and solo over it. Best
of all, you can change tempo or voices even after you've recorded
your performance. There's also a built-in metronome to help you stay
in perfect time. 

The Arius Series concept "Simple & Basic" is also expressed in its de-
sign. A life with piano unselfconsciously becomes the daily norm. The
YDP-135R weighs 37kg, for the lightest weight in its class. Easy to
move around when making minor alterations to a room. It is also
compact, with 422mm in depth, allowing easy placement even in small
spaces.

Graded Hammer Standard (GHS)
keyboard with matte black keytops

A piano sound sampling taken
from one Yamaha Full Concert

Grand Piano CFIIIS.

"Advanced Wave Memory
(AWM) Stereo Sampling"

Song Recorder

Simple design
that is never boring

All classical ARIUS models include
an integrated library of 50 piano
songs as well as a song book con-
taining printed scores for all 50
compositions.
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Model Name YDP-135R

Size/Weight Dimensions W x D x H 1,357 x 815 x 422mm (53-7/16" x 32-1/16" x 16-5/8")

Weight 37kg (79 lbs., 6oz)

Control Interface Keyboard Number of Keys 88

Type Graded Hammer Standard (GHS) Keyboard with matte black keytops

Touch Sensitivity Hard/Medium/Soft/Fixed

Pedal Number of Pedals 3

Functions Damper, Sostenuto, Soft

Panel Language English

Cabinet Key Cover Key Cover Style Sliding

Color/Finish Dark Rosewood

Music Rest Yes

Voices Tone Generation Tone Generating Technology AWM Stereo Sampling

Polyphony Number of  Polyphony (Max.) 64

Preset Number of  Voices 6

Effects Types Reverb Yes

Functions Dual/Layers Yes

Songs Preset Number of Preset Songs 6 Demo Songs, 50 Piano Prest Songs

Recording Number of  Tracks 1

Data Capacity 65KB (ca. 11,000 notes) for User Song

Recording Function Yes

Compatible Data Format Playback Original Format, SMF(Format 0)

Recording Original Format

Functions Overall Controls Metronome Yes

Tempo range 32 - 280

Transpose -6 to 0, 0 to +6

Tuning Yes

Storage and Storage Internal Memory 65KB for a user song, maximum 307KB for other songs.

Connectivity Connectivity Headphones x 2

MIDI In/Out

Amplifiers and Amplifier 6W x 2

Speakers Speakers 12cm x 6cm x 2

Accessories Included Accessories  Song Book "50 greats for the Piano"

Adaptor Yes
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